Adam Matthew Showcases New Primary Source Collections at ALA Annual Booth #1568

ALA delegates are invited to Booth #1568 to view the latest online primary sources available from Adam Matthew.

Adam Matthew, an imprint of SAGE Publishing, is an award winning publisher of digital primary source collections for the humanities and social sciences. Sourced from leading libraries and archives around the world, their unique research and teaching resources cover a wide range of subject areas from Medieval family life and Victorian medicine to 1960s pop culture and global politics.

Visit them at ALA Annual to request free 30-day trials and to learn more about latest titles, including:

- **World’s Fairs**
  Primary source material from hundreds of fairs, including London’s Great Exhibition of 1851, American fairs of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and twenty-first century EXPOS. Students, teachers and researchers can *explore two centuries* of innovation, entertainment and international relations through the rich history of world’s fairs.

- **Colonial America**
  The complete CO 5 Files from The National Archives, UK and a 'game changing' development for historians and researchers of early America, the Atlantic world, the Caribbean and the nascent British Empire, Colonial America enables online access to the vast archive of *circa 70,000 documents of manuscript materials for the first time*.

- **Shakespeare in Performance: Prompt Books from the Folger Shakespeare Library**
  An essential resource for all scholars of Shakespearean drama, featuring rare and unique prompt books from the world-famous Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington DC. Students and scholars can research key performances of Shakespeare’s plays through the prompt books of the famous actors and directors who brought the Bard’s works to life.

- **Frontier Life: Borderlands, Settlement and Colonial Encounters**
  This multi-archive collection *captures the lives, experiences and colonial encounters* of people living at the edges of the Anglophone world from 1650-1920. Students and scholars can search across a vast range of unique material documenting the various colonial frontiers of North America, Africa, Australia and New Zealand.

- **And many more…**

Discover more about Adam Matthew collections, request a live demonstration or pick up a free trial for your institution, all at **Booth #1568**.

###

Adam Matthew, an imprint of SAGE Publishing, is an award winning publisher of digital primary source collections for the humanities and social sciences. Sourced from leading libraries and archives around the world, their unique research and teaching collections cover a wide range of subject areas from medieval family life to 20th century history, literature and culture.